Imagine if you were in say a grocery store and someone walked in and it looked like they were not there to shop. They pull a gun and are about to start shooting. You wouldn’t likely be thinking that they may have violated the law if they are carrying without a concealed carry license. You would be hoping and praying that there is someone present, a law enforcement officer or a citizen that is carrying that could fire at this person that is bent on killing everyone in sight.

It’s often said that perpetrators don’t care about laws. Someone that is about to commit numerous homicides does not care at all, just like a bank robber doesn’t care that he parked illegally outside the bank.

And what if after the carnage, presuming you are still alive, someone that also lived through it tells you that they would have been armed. Except, they hadn’t yet taken there CCL course so they didn’t want to break the law by carrying without a license to do so. So, here’s a good guy that could have possible stopped the bad guy had the good guy been also armed.

So maybe you then realize that had the constitutional carry bill been passed, there may have been less or even no fatalities in this onslaught. Or even worse, you die with these as your final thoughts and think of those you love and are leaving behind. To put it more bluntly, you don’t want to die for lack of a good guy with a gun. Let’s be sure to even the odds, so that for every armed bad guy, there is a better chance of there being an armed good guy present too.